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About This Game

This time you won't just look the action on a flat screen in front of your eyes, you will be right inside ! Anceder is a Arcade
shoot-them-up (shmup) in VR (Virtual Reality, also playable in non-VR). The goal ? Let off steam and reach the best possible

score.

- 5 worlds to play
- A lot of visual effects

- Many options and achievements to enhance your ship
- Original sounds FX

- Original musics, each world has its own. Music are level-long (no boring repetitive loops)
- Easy, normal and hard mode. You won't unlock anything in easy mode. In hard mode you have more bombs and a bigger

score.
- Try the fury mode (easy, normal and hard) if you want the game to be even faster. In Fury mode you have more energy (yes,

because it's really harder).
- In English or French (texts & voices). The voices can also be set in Goa'Uld ;-)

- Optimized for 90 FPS minimum in VR at Rift requirements (about 400Fps in non-VR).
- Playable in non-VR mode (desktop mode)

- Scores saved worldwide (if connected to the internet).
- Full game, no ad, no in-app purchase. Updates are free.

Use a joystick or a joypad to really enjoy the game. Don't forget to press B to launch a mega-bomb if you are overwhelmed.
Keep A pressed for auto-fire. Release A to stop shooting and automatically collect all the present magnets (that will be used to
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get enhancements). You can set the camera lower or upper with the triggers. Keep Start pressed to center view (in VR). (Xbox-
controller-like).

"Insert coin".
"Winners don't use drugs".

See release notes to see all the good things that have been added so far, and the support page if you have bugs or ideas :-)
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Title: Anceder
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cédric Andreu
Publisher:
Cédric Andreu
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not for VR

English,French
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anceder steam. acender significado. wardah acnederm

Really a lot of fun, even thou I am not good enough to finish level one! I really hope that there will be more games like this that
try to bring the good old shootemups to VR!

Pro
Graphics are really nice
Steering is exact (can you say so?)

Con
For me it is a little bit difficult, even on "easy"

Recommend it? Absolutely for anybody that loves games like R-Type and would love to play that in VR!. Beside the VR
viewpoint, it's a below average Euro "shmup" game, the action is strictly 2D, and not particularly balanced or polished. Playing
in VR does make it more fun, that might be reason enough to buy it?
I hate giving bad reviews, perhaps it will be improved later.. Fun and challenging old school bullet hell arcade shoot em up in
VR. Nuff said, grab a controller and give it a try.. Fun retro space shooter. Power ups and it looks like the developer is
supporting this game since there has already been a couple updates for this game, but they have not been posted. What I like to
look for from developers, is that there are updates for the game, which there has been. I just don't want people to think the game
was released and then abandoned, that is not the case. The game has been receiving updates, so its being supported, before I
didn't see posts about what the updates fixed, but now I do. Again I would like say this is a very fun game. Thank you
developers for job well done.
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A bit less hard with a megabomb.:
Good news fellows, Update 1.6.5 is here.

The enemy bulelts will be more obvious, more flashy. And If you like Fury mode, you'll have +1 megabomb. So If you play in
Hard Fury mode, you've got 5 megabombs. Have fun !. Some bugs fixed:
1.6.4
+ Fixed bug where green "recenter" circle keeps appearing when no controller is plugged in.
+ Fixed bug camera Up/down on triggers
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